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ABSTRACT 

 
The embedded self-shielding method (ESSM) was previously developed to provide an inte-
grated approach for lattice calculations. ESSM consists of three interrelated components: 
(1) processing multigroup cross sections, (2) computing resonance–shielded multigroup 
cross sections, and (3) performing neutron transport calculations in lattice physics calcula-
tions. The self-shielding computation in ESSM is embedded within the transport solution, 
which provides information for treating heterogeneous self-shielding effects. The resulting 
shielded cross sections provide data for the transport calculation. This approach integrates 
the self-shielding and transport components of the lattice physics calculations. Earlier publi-
cations have described this aspect of ESSM; however, another equally important aspect of 
ESSM is that the processing of the multigroup cross section library is integrated with the 
self-shielding procedure in a consistent manner. This paper describes the procedures that 
have been developed to generate multigroup libraries for ESSM calculations of light water 
reactor lattices with the SCALE code system. Results of sample lattice physics calculations 
are presented to illustrate the impact of ESSM processing procedures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper describes a method called the embedded self-shielding method (ESSM) [1] that has been 
developed for lattice physics calculations with the SCALE computation system [2]. ESSM is fun-
damentally a variation of the extensively used Bondarenko method [3]. However, ESSM provides 
tighter integration between multigroup (MG) library processing, neutron transport, and 
self-shielding calculations. The general Bondarenko method uses precomputed MG shielding fac-
tors (i.e., f-factors) that are tabulated as a function of background cross section (𝜎!) and temperature 
within a problem-independent MG library. The background cross sections and associated f-factors 
are called Bondarenko data. Pregeneration of the Bondarenko data requires that the flux spectrum 
used to process the f-factors is parameterized in terms of the parameter 𝜎0, which indicates the de-
gree of self-shielding. The shielded cross section is the product of the shielding factor 𝑓(𝜎0) and 
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the unshielded (infinitely dilute) cross section, 𝜎∞. To obtain a problem-dependent self-shielded 
cross section for a given group and a particular assembly lattice configuration, the appropriate 
background cross section of the lattice is computed, and the corresponding shielding factor is inter-
polated from the tabulated values on the library. 
 
The primary difference between ESSM and the standard Bondarenko method is in how the parame-
terized flux spectrum is obtained and how the background cross section is defined. In conventional 
Bondarenko methods, f-factors are computed from an analytical expression based on the intermedi-
ate resonance (IR) approximation for the flux spectrum in an infinite homogenous medium. These 
values are applied to heterogeneous lattice systems by using equivalence theory to obtain the equiv-
alent background cross section [4]. In contrast, the libraryf-factors for ESSM are evaluated using 
continuous-energy (CE) flux spectra from deterministic calculations of the neutron transport equa-
tion. Either homogeneous media or two-dimensional (2D) heterogeneous cell models can be speci-
fied for the CE transport solution, but the most important resonance absorber nuclides—such as 
uranium and plutonium isotopics–are normally treated using a heterogeneous unit cell model.  For 
a given heterogeneous model, the corresponding library σ0 for each group is obtained by solving 
one-group fixed-source transport calculations for the unit cell. When the library Bondarenko data 
are applied in lattice physics simulation, a similar one-group, fixed-source transport calculation is 
performed for the 2D fuel assembly model to obtain σ0 values for each cell. From these values, 
self-shielded MG cross sections are obtained by interpolation of the library 𝑓(𝜎0) factors. Because 
the ESSM library is processed using heterogeneous cells tailored for a particular class of problems 
(e.g. LWRs), the accuracy is greatly improved over traditional Bondarenko approaches that rely on 
homogeneous-heterogeneous equivalence theory.  Although the processed f-factors may not be 
applicable to systems dramatically different from the reference class of heterogeneous lattices, an 
ESSM library could be developed with appropriate heterogeneous cells that would enable ESSM to 
accurately model such a system (such as thorium-fueled FHRs).  
 
An important feature of ESSM as implemented in SCALE is that the MG library processing and the 
self-shielding techniques are integrated in a consistent manner. Consistency between the library 
Bondarenko processing and the lattice physics self-shielding is an essential component of the over-
all ESSM methodology, and it is necessary to obtain accurate results. A recent paper by Gibsen, 
Smith, and Forget [5] presented results obtained with ESSM using cross section data processed with 
the traditional Bondarenko approach, and showed the computed eigenvalues did not agree well with 
CE Monte Carlo calculation for several simplistic models.  However, results for realistic LWR lat-
tices can be significantly improved by using a processed MG library with f-factors based on heter-
ogeneous cell calculations, consistent with the ESSM definition for the background cross sections.  
The procedures presented herein are used by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to process 
MG libraries for ESSM self-shielding calculations in SCALE 6.2, which will be distributed in 2016. 
This paper demonstrates that accurate results for LWR lattices are obtained with the fully consistent 
ESSM methodology when these processing procedures are used to generate the MG library. 
 

2. PROCESSING OF ESSM SELF-SHIELDING DATA  
 
ESSM provides a methodology that unifies MG data processing, self-shielding, and lattice physics 
analysis in a consistent manner for light water reactor (LWR) assembly calculations. That is, the 
flux spectra used to process the MG library are consistent with the self-shielding and MG transport 



 

methods in the heterogeneous lattice calculations. ESSM has been implemented in a SCALE LWR 
lattice physics module and shown to give good results for an extensive series of test cases [6]. This 
paper describes the modules and methods developed to compute the library Bondarenko data for use 
with ESSM in an assembly lattice physics calculation. A new method is presented to process library 
Bondarenko data for self-shielding the within-group scatter term of the 2D elastic matrix. The im-
pact of the new processing procedures is demonstrated for lattice physics calculations of several 
pressurized water reactor (PWR) numerical benchmark cases. Recent developments [7,8] have fur-
ther improved and extended the capabilities of the original ESSM method, but the library processing 
methods remain essentially the same.  
 
2.1. AMPX Processing of Bondarenko Data 
 
MG libraries for SCALE are processed with AMPX [9], a modular code system that generates CE 
and MG cross section data from evaluated nuclear data files such as ENDF/B. AMPX contains 
modules for a wide variety of functions, including resolved and unresolved resonance processing, 
Doppler broadening, generation of thermal scattering kernels, and averaging of CE data into MG 
data. AMPX also includes modules to compute Bondarenko data for self-shielding calculations. A 
new AMPX module called IRFfactor was recently developed to compute Bondarenko data for 
ESSM.  
 
To process Bondarenko data, AMPX first computes MG self-shielded cross sections as a function of 
σ0, as shown below for the group g, reaction-type x of an arbitrary resonance absorber R, at temper-
ature T: 
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where variable u represents lethargy; 𝜎!

(!) 𝑢,𝑇  is the Doppler broadened CE cross section for re-
action type x, and the weighting function Φ 𝑢,𝜎!,𝑇  approximates the fine-structure flux spec-
trum per unit lethargy for a mixture containing resonance nuclide R at varying degrees of 
self-shielding, as defined by the value of 𝜎!. The shielded cross sections are divided by the infi-
nitely dilute values at a reference temperature (Tref =293K) to obtain f-factors defined by the expres-
sion below:  
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AMPX provides three options to represent the flux spectrum in eq. (2.1) for computing Bondarenko 
data in the resolved resonance range: (1) analytical approximation, (2) numerical solution for an in-
finite homogeneous medium model, and (3) numerical solution for a heterogeneous lattice model. In 
the unresolved range of all nuclides, f-factors are computed using probability tables whenever data 
are provided in ENDF. 
 



 

The analytical approximation uses the following expression based on the intermediate resonance 
(IR) approximation for the flux per unit lethargy in an infinite homogeneous medium: 
 

     
Φ(u,σ 0 ,T ) =

σ 0

σ t
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.    (2.0) 

 
Prior to SCALE 6.2, this expression was used to generate Bondarenko data in the resonance range 
for all library nuclides. However, in processing the ESSM-based SCALE 6.2 libraries, the analytical 
method is only used in the resolved resonance range to compute Bondarenko data of nuclides with 
atomic numbers less than zirconium’s Z = 40. For heaver nuclides with Z ≥ 40, CE flux spectra are 
calculated with the SCALE module CENTRM [10] using either a homogeneous or heterogeneous 
model. CENTRM computes the CE flux spectrum per unit lethargy using an energy mesh typically 
consisting of 50,000–70,000 energy points, which allows the self-shielded flux to be resolved in 
great detail. 
 
In the homogeneous model, CENTRM calculates the flux in an infinite medium of an absorber nu-
clide mixed with hydrogen by solving the following transport equation using CE cross sections:   
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where 
 

  1−α
( R )  = the maximum fractional energy loss in an elastic collision with absorber nuclide R,  

  ε
( R ) = maximum lethargy gain in an elastic collision =

  
ln 1

α ( R)( ) , 

E, E’ = energies corresponding to lethargies u and u’, respectively, 

  
σ 0 =

N ( H )

N ( R) σ p
( H )  ; ( )H

pσ  = hydrogen potential cross section,  

N(R), N(H ) =  number densities of nuclide R and hydrogen, respectively, and 
   

  χ(u)  =  fission spectrum source term within the fuel mixture.  
The purpose of the fission source is to provide a slowing-down spectrum into the resonance range.  
 

The ratio !
(!)

!(!)
is varied to obtain the desired set of 𝜎0 values. Library f-factors computed with the 

analytical flux expression and the CENTRM homogeneous CE spectrum are applied to the 2D het-
erogeneous lattice physics calculations using homogeneous-heterogeneous equivalence theory. 
 



 

However, the key feature of ESSM MG library processing is that f-factors in the resolved resonance 
ranges for designated resonance absorbers are computed from CENTRM CE deterministic calcula-
tions of a specified set of heterogeneous lattice cells, and they are assigned group-dependent back-
ground cross sections based on the same ESSM computational procedure used in the 2D heteroge-
neous lattice physics calculation. This is described in the next section and is a key difference be-
tween the ORNL methodology and that in reference 5. 
 
2.2. Computation of ESSM Bondarenko Data Using Heterogeneous Cell Models  
 
The flux spectra used to process Bondarenko data for use with ESSM of a selected absorber nuclide 
are computed from a set of 2D lattice cells that vary in pitch, moderator density, and absorber con-
centration so that the desired range of resonance self-shielding is obtained, spanning from infinitely 
dilute to highly shielded. For each cell, the fuel temperature is also varied according the desired 
Doppler broadening values. The set of heterogeneous lattices is somewhat arbitrary as long as the 
lattices cover the full range of resonance shielding conditions for all energy groups. In general, a 
different set of heterogeneous cells may be required for each resonance absorber. The CENTRM 
method of characteristics (MoC) solution option [11] is used to compute space-dependent, CE an-
gular flux throughout a given cell; however, the normal procedure for representing the CE cross 
section data in CENTRM is modified to be consistent with the ESSM assumptions. Because ESSM 
neglects resonance interference effects between resonance absorbers, the total cross sections of all 
nuclides in the cell, other than the absorber nuclide of interest, are replaced by the constant potential 
cross section. Thus, the following equation is used for the CENTRM CE transport calculations of a 
given 2D cell containing resonance absorber R: 
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The space-dependent flux is averaged over the volume of the resonance absorber to obtain the CE 
scalar flux spectrum Φ 𝑢,𝜎!!"## ,𝑇 , where 𝜎!!"## is a representative background cross section for 
the heterogeneous cell. The CE spectrum from CENTRM is passed to the SCALE module PMC 
[10], which combines it with CE cross section data to compute MG shielded cross sections for the 
reactions of interest—𝜎!,!

(!) 𝜎!!"## ,𝑇 —as defined in Eq. (2.1). Eq. (2.2) is used to convert the 
shielded cross section for the cell into the f-factor, 𝑓!,!

(!) 𝜎!!"## ,𝑇 . The cell background cross sec-
tion 𝜎!!"## for each group in the MG library is defined by using the same ESSM procedure applied 
in the assembly lattice physics calculations.  
 
When applied to self-shielding in an assembly lattice physics calculation, ESSM computes the 
background cross section in a given group by solving a space-dependent, fixed-source transport 
equation for the cell geometry. As shown in Williams and Kim, 2012 [1], applying the IR approxi-
mation to the scattering sources in Eq. (2.5) and then converting to a MG formulation gives the fol-
lowing set of uncoupled one-group equations for each group g, 
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where  
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cell ,T )  is the self-shielded absorption (i.e., fission + capture) cross section 
for group g calculated in PMC using the CENTRM CE flux solution for the cell, 
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∑ is the inhomogeneous source term, and 

   
λg

(m) is the IR parameter for nuclide m and group g, which is previously computed by an-
other AMPX module.  
 
CENTRM is also used to solve Eq. (2.6) for each heterogeneous cell, and it computes the one-group 
space-average flux for the mixture containing R. For a given cell, the computed group flux is as-
sumed to be related to the background cross section by the same expression as in Eq. (2.3),  
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and Eq. (2.7) is solved to obtain the background cross section for the cell: 
 

      
σ 0
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This background cross section expression, also used in subgroup and other similar methods [12,13], 
can be derived from an equivalence theory approximation for the flux. However, it is important to 
note that equivalence theory is not used to compute the f-factors, which are obtained from the het-
erogeneous lattice calculations. The shielded MG cross sections should reproduce the CE values for 
the selected set of heterogeneous lattice configurations, regardless of the definition of 𝜎!,!, as long 
as a consistent expression is used in processing the f-factors and in applying ESSM to a lattice. The 
𝜎!!"## values computed for the set of heterogeneous lattice cells generally are not uniformly distrib-
uted, and some may have similar values for a given group. Therefore, the cell f-factors 
𝑓!,!
(!) 𝜎!!"## ,𝑇 are interpolated to a standardized set of background cross sections (e.g., 𝜎!

!"#$%$&= 
0.001, 1.0, 10.0, 20.0, 50.0, …. 1010) for the library tabulation.  
 
The procedure described above for generating ESSM shielding data using heterogeneous cell calcu-
lations is automated in the AMPX module called IRFfactor-Het (Intermediate Resonance 
Ffactors-Heterogeneous option)[9]. IRFfactor-Het is a control module that executes other modules 
from AMPX and SCALE by calling APIs (application program interface) to compute f-factors and 
background cross sections using heterogeneous models. A similar module, IRFfactor-Hom, is also 
available to compute Bondarenko data from homogeneous calculations. Figure 1 shows the 
flowchart of IRFfactor-Het calculations used to obtain heterogeneous Bondarenko data for ESSM. 
 



 

The SCALE 6.2 package includes several MG libraries based on ENDF/B-VII.1, two of which are 
mainly for reactor physics applications. These are the 252-group (252g) fine-structure and the 
56-group (56g) broad-structure libraries [1]. The 252g library contains Bondarenko data processed 
using the heterogeneous cell model for the following nuclides: 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 91,Zr, 
96Zr . The 56g library includes heterogeneous Bondarenko data for several additional nuclides con-
tained in PWR AIC control rods: 107Ag, 109Ag, 113In, 115In, and 113Cd. In principle, f-factors for any 
nuclide can be obtained using heterogeneous lattice calculations, but thus far, Bondarenko data for 
other nuclides can be obtained from homogenous models.  
 
2.3. Computation of Self-Shielded Within-Group Elastic Scatter 
 
Historically, Bondarenko self-shielding of the 2D elastic matrix has not been done in SCALE. 
However, resonance absorption may have an important effect on the elastic removal probability 
from a group containing one or more resonance, especially for heavy nuclides like 238U, for which 
neutrons have a small lethargy gain per elastic collision. Depending on the group width and location 
of a resonance, absorption reactions can change the fraction of elastic collisions that scatter neutrons 
out of the group. This is because the group removal probability is largest near the low energy group 
boundary. This makes the removal and within-group cross sections dependent on self-shielding and 
Doppler broadening effects, which further changes the group absorption rate. A novel method has 
been developed for SCALE to address this issue with ESSM, which is not included in other 
self-shielding methods such as described in reference [5]. 
 
The CENTRM transport calculation provides a detailed representation of the CE flux distribution 
within the group boundaries. Therefore, it is possible to compute the within-group scattering term 
(i.e., diagonal) of the 2D elastic matrix in a manner similar to that used for other 1D reactions. This 
procedure is performed by the AMPX IRFfactor module when producing SCALE 6.2 libraries for 
ESSM self-shielding.  
 



 

 
 
 

Figure 1. IRFfactor flowchart for computing ESSM self-shielding parameters. 
 

 
The self-shielded, elastic within-group cross section 𝜎!! 𝜎!  (i.e., the cross section for a neutron 
scattering in group g to remain in group g) is given by the expression   
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where 𝑝 ! (𝑢 → 𝑔) is the probability that a neutron scattering at lethargy u inside group g will 
scatter from nuclide R to a higher lethargy contained in group g. In the case of s-wave elastic scatter, 
this probability is described by a simple analytical expression. The CE flux spectrum in Eq. (2.9) is 
obtained from a CENTRM transport calculation for a system (either homogeneous or heterogene-
ous) corresponding to background cross section 𝜎!. The same ESSM procedures described in the 
previous section are also used for the within-group Bondarenko data. The shielded cross section in 
Eq. (2.9) is converted into an f-factor by dividing by the infinitely dilute within-group cross section, 
which is the diagonal term of the original 2D elastic matrix on the MG library. Hence,  
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The elastic removal cross section 𝜎!!"# 𝜎!  is the cross section for a neutron scattering in group g 
to scatter out of the group, which can be computed as the difference in the shielded elastic and 
within-group cross sections: 
 
 σ rem,g

(R) (σ 0 ) ≡ σ elas,g
(R) (σ 0 ) − σ g,g

(R)(σ 0 ) . (2.3)  

 
The 2D out-scatter terms in the 2D elastic matrix are normalized to sum to the self-shielded removal 
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   3. EXAMPLE RESULTS   

 
Polaris is a new 2D lattice physics module in SCALE 6.2 that is used for the analysis of light water 
reactor (LWR) fuel assemblies [6]. Polaris provides MG deterministic-based lattice physics solu-
tions using MoC for the assembly transport calculations and ESSM for self-shielding. The Polaris 
2D assembly calculations, the ESSM self-shielding procedures, and the library Bondarenko data 
processing are integrated in a consistent manner. Polaris uses the SCALE 6.2 252g and 56g libraries 
with heterogeneous f-factors processed using the procedures described previous sections.  
 
Table 1 shows a comparison of results calculated for several pincell and assembly numerical 
benchmarks developed for methods comparisons [14]. These cases are similar to a 17 × 17 PWR 
assembly. Reference results computed with the SCALE 6.2 continuous-energy Monte Carlo code, 
CE-KENO, are compared to Polaris results calculated using the 252g library with and without the 
within-group self-shielding factors applied. It can be seen for both pincell and assembly cases that 
the reactivity discrepancy between KENO and Polaris without self-shielding of within-group cross 
sections shows a trend to increase as the fuel temperature increases. This is because Doppler 
broadening affects the probability of scattering out of a group containing a resonance. This behavior 
led to the development of the methodology described in Section 2.3 for treating elastic removal us-
ing f-factors. When within-group f-factors are used in the calculations, the trend is essentially elim-
inated, and the overall agreement is greatly improved.  
  



 

Table 1. Comparison of CE-KENO and Polaris Results Using ESSM With and Without σgg. 
Self-Shielding. (252g library with heterogeneous f-factors) 
 

 
In order to examine the effect of using heterogeneous Bondarenko data, a version of the 252g li-
brary was processed with no heterogeneous cell calculations for any nuclides (i.e., the library 
f-factors are computed using CENTRM homogeneous media calculations). Columns 3 and 4 of Ta-
ble 2 illustrate the impact of using heterogeneous versus homogeneous Bondarenko data in the Po-
laris ESSM self-shielding for the pincell problem with varying fuel temperatures. The heterogene-
ous Bondarenko data reduce the homogeneous Bondarenko reactivity bias between CE-Keno and 
Polaris by about 130 pcm. Neither the homogeneous nor heterogeneous reactivity discrepancies 
shown in columns 3 and 4, respectively, include within-group self-shielding; and a significant tem-
perature bias is observed in both sets of results. The last column of Table 2 shows the reactivity dis-
crepancy between CE-Keno and Polaris with heterogeneous Bondarenko data when within-group 
self-shielding is in the ESSM procedure. The temperature bias is eliminated, and there is excellent 
agreement between Polaris and CE-KENO.  
 
   4. SUMMARY   
 
ESSM provides a consistent methodology for processing library Bondarenko data and for perform-
ing resonance self-shielding within the context of assembly lattice physics calculations. Bondarenko 
data for important resonance absorbers on the nuclear data library are processed using CE flux 
spectra computed for a set of heterogeneous lattice cells for which the background cross sections are 
defined consistently with the ESSM procedures used in assembly lattice physics calculations. A 
new approach has been developed to compute Bondarenko data for self-shielding of within-group 
elastic scattering cross sections with ESSM. New modules have been developed for the AMPX code  
 system to process ESSM Bondarenko data for the MG libraries in SCALE 6.2, and ESSM 
self-shielding has been incorporated in the SCALE lattice physics code Polaris. Eigenvalues were 
computed for several numerical benchmarks using Polaris with ESSM and using the SCALE Monte 
Carlo code CE-KENO. Agreement between results was found to be excellent for all cases. The 
within-group self-shielding procedure was found to be very effective in reducing observed temper-
ature biases in the reactivity discrepancy.  
  

 
Benchmark 
ID 

Fuel 
Temperature (K) 

Reference 
CE-KENO k-eff 

Δρ  (pcm) 
NO σgg 

self-shielding 

Δρ  (pcm) 
WITH σgg 

self-shielding 
1b (pin) 600 1.18215 -86 -16 
1c (pin) 900 1.17172 -144 -13 
1d (pin) 1200 1.16260 -184 2 
2b (assembly) 600 1.18336 -100 -37 
2c (assembly) 900 1.17375 -146 -28 
2d (assembly) 1200 1.16559 -196 -29 



 

Table 2. Comparison of CE-KENO and Polaris Results Computed With Different Bondarenko 
Processing Methods:  Homogeneous/no σgg shielding; Heterogeneous/no σgg shielding , and Het-
erogeneous/with σgg shielding. (252g library)  
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